The Fashionable Tradition
of Murano Classic Chandeliers
The Murano Collection at a glance.

(STRASS & ELEMENTS are now named Swarovski® crystals)

Also available in:
Swarovski crystals (-00)
SPECTRA® CRYSTAL (-11) by Swarovski

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.
The “Murano” Collection

The master glassmakers of Murano produce genuine artistic glassware and employ centuries-old handcrafting techniques that have been developed and refined through the years. James R. Moder’s Crystal draws upon these to produce unique Artisan Chandeliers in The Murano Style showcasing artistic life in glass.
96378GL2E
Crystal: MURANO™ (-2E) (pictured),
Ø 8 x 60w, ↑ 35" (89cm) x ↓ 45" (114cm)
Finish: Gold Lustre (GL).

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.
James R. Moder® Crystal Chandeliers are designed and manufactured to the highest quality standards, engineered for best value and are distributed around the world.

Genuine Murano handcrafted quality

96380GL2E
Crystal: MURANO™ (-2E) (pictured), Ø12 x 60w, →47”(120cm) x ↓47”(120cm)
Finish: Gold Lustre (GL).

96377GL2E
Crystal: MURANO™ (-2E) (pictured), Ø6 x 60w, →35”(89cm) x ↓33”(85cm)
Finish: Gold Lustre (GL).
Genuine Murano handcrafted quality

96372GL2E
Crystal: MURANO™ (-2E) (pictured),
Ø 2 x 60W, → 17”(43cm) x 17”(43cm) x 10”(25cm) Ext.
Finish: Gold Lustre (GL).

96376GL2E
Crystal: MURANO™ (-2E) (pictured),
Ø 6 x 60W, → 32”(81cm) x 33”(84cm)
Finish: Gold Lustre (GL).

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.
96329AG2EE
Crystal: MURANO™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø 6.5 x 60w, 28” dia. (71cm) x 30” (76cm)
Finish: Aged Gold (AG) or Silver (S).
Suggested Swarovski® crystals (-00) Color Options

- Clear (-00)
- Golden Teak (-0T)
- Violet (-0M)
- Topaz (-0Z)
- Medium Sapphire (-0S)
- Bordeaux (-0B)
- Clear (-22)
- Golden Teak (-2GT)
- Amethyst (-2M)
- Amber (-2E)
- Sapphire (-2S)
- Burgundy (-2B)

Suggested IMPERIAL™ Crystal (-22) Color Options

- Medium Sapphire (-0S)
- Bordeaux (-0B)
- Golden Teak (-2GT)

(STRASS & ELEMENTS are now named Swarovski® crystals)

Also available in:
Swarovski crystals (-00)
SPECTRA® CRYSTAL (-11) by Swarovski

© Copyright 2015 James R. Moder®
Swarovski crystals, SPECTRA CRYSTAL, STRASS are registered trademarks of Swarovski AG.
96324S2W
Crystal: MURANO™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø 5 x 40w, h 17”(43cm) x v 14”(36cm)
Finish: Silver (S) or Aged Gold (AG).

96326S2EE
Crystal: MURANO™ (-22) (pictured),
Ø 6 x 60w, h 26”(66cm) x v 28”(71cm)
Finish: Silver (S) or Aged Gold (AG).
Crystal: MURANO® (-22) (pictured),
Ø3 x 60w, 13"(33cm) x 20"(51cm)
10"(25cm) Ext.
Finish: Silver (S) or Aged Gold (AG).

Optional Bells
White (-W) Amber (-E)

Crystal: MURANO® (-22) (pictured),
Ø3 x 60w, 12"(30cm) x 20"(51cm)
Finish: Aged Gold (AG) or Silver (S).